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Automatic packaging  
SOLUTIONS FOR WOODEN BRIQUETTES

Packaging in shrink film



Heavy-duty designed.  
We specialise in designing tailored solutions for packing 
wooden briquettes into shrink film. Our solutions are heavy-
duty designed to support 24/7 production lines.

Flexible package designs
Our solutions offer the possibility to make packs of different 
sizes/shapes –different number of briquettes in the pack.  

Rectangular and round briquettes.  
We offer solutions for rectangular as well as round briquettes. 
Briquettes are aesthetically shrink-wrapped. 

No dust & no moisture in the pack. 
Briquettes are cleaned of wood particles and dust. Final result 
is an aesthetically shrink-wrapped package – completely 
closed and ready for outdoor storing .

Easy serviceability. 
Construction of our solutions enables easy serviceability and 
maintenance. We only build in standard components from 
global suppliers. This helps keep the overall lifetime costs of 
ownership at low level. 

Expert support. 
Along with installation of the equipment we do basic 
training of the customer care personnel. Installed remote-
management solution (SiteManager) allows us to provide 
remote programming and monitoring (check of machine 
status, diagnostics etc). Comprehensive instruction manual is 
provided containing all relevant information. 
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With continuous development of our solutions we are improving the up-times of the 
packaging lines. 

Reliable conveying of briquettes
Sensors at several points in the system inform the operator 
on the location of a potential cause of down-time. 

Automatic leaflet inserting  NEW!
We designed and constructed a leaflet feeder with a non-
contact gripper to improve its performance in dusty 
environment. The leaflet feeder is equipped with a sensor to 
inform the operator when the paper level is critical. 

Detection of broken briquettes  NEW! 
The option of sensor system on the upward sloping canal 
to detect damaged and inadequate briquettes and alarm 
operator. Recommended when there is no separation of raw 
material.

Saw dust cleaning  NEW!
Packaging system is designed to manipulate briquettes 
on their way upwards from press outlets to clean them 
from sawdust. Downward sloping canals are designed 
to additionally clean briquettes from sawdust and larger 
wooden particles. This considerably improves up-time of 
the packaging system. 

Sensors at the top of dosing slopes
In case a briquette gets stuck in the down sloping canal, 
causing the buffer to fill up, this sensor stops the presses. 

Backward transport of ejected briquettes
Option of backward transport of ejected briquettes. They 
can be collected in a container to facilitate their further 
handling. 

Sensors of presence inside sleeve wrapping machine
Before the sleeve wrapper starts forming a pack, the 
sensors check that briquettes entering in two rows are 
present and in correct position. 

Higher up-times
The system is designed to reduce down-times to the largest 
possible extent. To achieve this, it has a large buffer zone on 
the horizontal conveyor and smaller buffers on downward 
sloping canals. Downward sloping canals are designed to 
function as a safety gate – in case of emergency, briquettes 
exit without damaging the system.

Central PLC control
Packaging solution is connected to the presses. In case of 
malfunction of the packaging system, presses can also be 
stopped and restarted from the central PLC on the sleeve 
wrapping machine. 

Briquette comparing and ejecting system  NEW! 
Option of ejecting briquettes that are not within the pre-set 
length value. The system is positioned between the dosing 
canal and before the briquette is pushed onto the horizontal 
transporter. 

Sensors on horizontal conveyor 
One sensor detects if briquettes are transported from the 
horizontal conveyor into the sleeve wrapping machine, while 
the other sensor signals to the sleeve wrapping machine 
when there are enough briquettes in the buffer to make 
a pack. Dozing of briquettes on the horizontal conveyor 
automatically stops in case of any malfunction. 
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MODEL NAME BSW-722-ST

POWER SUPPLY  V - Hz 3 x 400 - 50

INSTALLED POWER kW 22

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION KWH ~9

AIR SUPPLY L/MIN 300

AIR PRESSURE BAR 6

AIR CONSUMPTION NL/PACK 25

MAX CAPACITY PACK/H 450
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